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Abstract: The doctor–patient relationship has received widespread attention as a significant global
issue affecting people’s livelihoods. In clinical practice within the medical field, applying existing
artificial intelligence (AI) technology presents issues such as uncontrollability, inconsistency, and lack
of self-explanation capabilities, even raising concerns about ethics and morality. To address the prob-
lem of doctor–patient interaction differences arising from the doctor–patient diagnosis and treatment,
we collected the textual content of doctor–patient dialogues in outpatient clinics of local first-class
hospitals. We utilized case scenario analysis, starting from two specific cases: multi-patient visits
with the same doctor and multi-doctor interaction differences with the same patient. By capturing
the external interactions and the internal thought processes, we unify the external expressions and
internal subjective cognition in doctor–patient interactions into interactions between data, informa-
tion, knowledge, wisdom, and purpose (DIKWP) models. We propose a DIKWP semantic model
for the doctor–patient interactions on both sides, including a DIKWP content model and a DIKWP
cognitive model, to achieve transparency throughout the entire doctor–patient interaction process.
We semantically–bidirectionally map the diagnostic discrepancy space to DIKWP uncertainty and
utilize a purpose-driven DIKWP semantic fusion transformation technique to disambiguate the
uncertainty problem. Finally, we select four traditional methods for qualitative and quantitative
comparison with our proposed method. The results show that our method performs better in content
and uncertainty handling. Overall, our proposed DIKWP semantic model for doctor–patient interac-
tion processing breaks through the uncertainty limitations of natural language semantics in terms of
interpretability, enhancing the transparency and interpretability of the medical process. It will help
bridge the cognitive gap between doctors and patients, easing medical disputes.

Keywords: DIKWP; cognitive computing; semantic processing; formal methods; semantic security

1. Introduction

The doctor–patient relationship is a significant livelihood issue for each stage of social
development, characterized by the different attributes of the times. The gradual tension in
the doctor–patient relationship can lead to doctor–patient disputes [1], and the reason for
this mainly stems from the cognitive differences between doctors and patients [2]. There-
fore, easing the tension in doctor–patient relationships [3] and maintaining the regular
order of medical services are questions we need to explore. Fremon et al. [4] conducted a
scientific analysis of doctor–patient communication, concluding that a doctor’s attitude
directly affects the diagnosis and treatment outcome. Weng et al. [5] noted that studies
have shown a significant connection between doctors’ emotional intelligence, patient trust,
and the doctor–patient relationship. The ineffectiveness of communication between doc-
tors and patients is primarily attributed to a lack of transparency throughout the medical
consultation process [6] and cognitive distance [7]. Élaina [8] explored the concept of
autonomy in the seeker-of-care relationship and reconstructed the doctor–patient relation-
ship based on this understanding. Enhancing understanding and openness is crucial for
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improving healthcare outcomes. Dean et al. [9] analyzed the communication between
several physicians and their patients. They concluded that the ability of physicians to
adjust their communication to the cognitive level of their patients could promote mutual
understanding. Faiza et al. [10] investigated communication strategies reported by clinical
doctors to eliminate differences in medical decision-making with patients. Stewart et al. [11]
noted a correlation between effective doctor–patient communication and improved patient
health outcomes. Most traditional methods improve the doctor–patient relationship by
enhancing and optimizing the doctor’s communication skills. However, in reality, doctors
often receive more consultations per day than expected, making it challenging to meet
patients’ individual needs. In recent years, many researchers have leveraged computers to
facilitate doctor–patient communication [12,13]. Turing Award winners Bengio, Hinton,
and Academician Yao [14] co-authored an article, stating that AI can solve long-standing
human problems like disease and poverty. Nassani et al. [15] investigated innovation per-
formance in the healthcare industry through the use of innovation networks and improving
people’s standard of living. The application of AI in the medical field has evolved from
its initial stage of knowledge-driven systems, such as assisting in disease diagnosis and
treatment, to a stage driven by data, such as electronic medical records [16] and phys-
iological signals [17]. However, it has also brought about a series of challenges [18,19].
Wang et al. [20] proposed that the data used for training AI may suffer from issues such as
incompleteness, inconsistency, and inaccuracy, and considerations should also be given to
data accessibility and privacy security. AI sharing patient data without the patient’s explicit
consent will leave the patient’s privacy unprotected [21,22]. Therefore AI techniques are
not suitable for application in uncertain, variable, critical, and complex environments [23],
and the importance of AI research in healthcare is highlighted [24].

Doctor–patient communication is the key to physician–patient relationship mitigation,
and awareness and cognition play a crucial role in doctor–patient communication [25]. Con-
sciousness is our ability to perceive our inner thoughts and the external world, enabling us
to understand and interpret our experiences while also recognizing the existence and state
of others [26,27]. Cognitive abilities, including understanding, memory, problem-solving,
and decision-making, form the basis for processing information, forming opinions, and
responding [28,29]. Together, these constitute the framework of human communication,
allowing us to understand each other’s intentions, emotions, and information, thereby
effectively exchanging thoughts, feelings, and knowledge [30,31]. Without the involve-
ment of consciousness and cognition, interactions between people would lack depth and
efficiency, making it difficult to establish genuine understanding and connections [32,33].
Thus, consciousness and cognition are internal psychological processes as well as the
foundation of interpersonal relationships and social interactions [34]. The exploration of
consciousness is a bridge that connects AI’s future applications with humans’ fundamental
cognition. Mudrik et al. [35] suggested that, in exploring the future direction of AI, people
need to first understand what consciousness, self, and free will mean to us. Therefore,
the development of AI is not just a technological advancement but also involves a deep
understanding of the human essence. Lenharo et al. [36] highlighted the scientific commu-
nity’s urgent curiosity about artificial consciousness, with researchers strongly calling for
increased funding to explore the boundaries between conscious and unconscious systems.
With the emergence and development of large language models (LLMs), more scholars
have begun to explore whether machines can have consciousness. Boltuc [37] divides
consciousness into three forms and explicitly states that robots already have functional
consciousness. Dehaene et al. [38] correlate consciousness and the brain, pointing out the
feasibility of developing machine consciousness [39]. Starzyk [40] proposed a physical
definition of consciousness and designed a consciousness computational model driven by
competing motivations, goals, and attention switching. Shevlin [41] suggested a universal
heuristic approach for seeking artificial consciousness to preliminarily assess the poten-
tial for consciousness in different artificial systems. Gamez [42] highlighted the progress
in measuring intelligence and consciousness research, emphasizing the importance of
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developing universal intelligence measurement tools and mathematical theories to map
physical and conscious states. Baars et al. [43] attribute all natural phenomena to quantum
events and emphasize the importance of consciousness. Oriented toward integrating AI
with the real economy, Xu et al. [44] explore the relationship between AI cognition and
employee depression. In terms of human–computer integration, Paliga [45] pointed out
that there is a relationship between human resource intelligence fluency, job performance,
and job satisfaction.

The data, information, knowledge, wisdom, and purpose (DIKWP) model conducts a
series of explorations at the conscious cognitive level, associating cognitive space, conscious
space, semantic space [46], and conceptual space through DIKWP. Cognitive space [47]
represents human perceptions, thinking, and thought processes, while conscious space [48]
represents human intentions, goals, and subjective experiences. The association between
cognitive and conscious spaces will better simulate human conscious activities, allowing
intelligent systems to possess more realistic and autonomous cognitive capabilities. By link-
ing and integrating the conceptual space [49] with the cognitive space, the DIKWP model
can combine domain knowledge with specific scenarios to analyze and reason problems,
thereby providing more accurate and practical solutions. Duan proposed ‘relationship
defined everything of semantics’ (RDXS) to map incomplete, inconsistent, and imprecise
subjective–objective hybrid DIKWP resources with the help of the DIKW conceptual sys-
tem to extend the knowledge graph into an interconnected DIKWP graphical system [50].
Current interdisciplinary and cross-domain research on semantic understanding and fu-
sion represented by natural language processing and related methods assumes that the
target DIKWP semantics are objective [51] and the sample DIKWP content is objectively
markable. However, in truly universal demand scenarios, the semantic content is mixed
subjectively and objectively [52,53]. To overcome this limitation, when dealing with sub-
jective and objective semantic issues [54] in interdisciplinary and cross-domain DIKWP
interaction and fusion under uncertainty, Gao et al. proposed a method for the dynamic
reconfiguration of service workflows in mobile e-commerce environments based on cloud-
edge computing [55]. In industrial applications that largely depend on data generated
and collected by various sensors, Li et al. [56] introduced a physical AI solution. In the
cutting-edge field of service robots, Song et al. studied service quality and privacy risks in
human–machine interactions in a purpose-driven manner [57]. Huang [58] developed an
interactive intelligent form-filling system based on DIKWP transformation for semantic
recognition and prevention of bias. Based on the DIKWP fusion model, Hu [59] analyzed
and processed healthcare and wellness by combining meteorological and depressive dis-
eases. Mei et al. [60] conducted a DIKWP semantic mapping search via intention-driven
intelligent case adjudication to narrow the cognitive distance between the parties involved.
Liu et al. [61], oriented to the public safety domain, applied the DIKWP model to evaluate
and maintain critical public facilities.

Therefore, it is of value and significance to use the DIKWP model to address the
problems of doctor–patient communication in the doctor–patient relationship and the
uneven cognitive level in doctor–patient communication. We take the medical consultation
scene as a case prototype and propose constructing a DIKWP semantic model of doctor–
patient interactions to visualize the whole process. Meanwhile, the discrepancy space is
semantically mapped to DIKWP uncertainty in both directions, and the purpose-driven
DIKWP semantic fusion transformation technique handles the discrepancy problem. Finally,
the feasibility of the proposed model is explained through comparison. The details will be
shown in the following sections: Section 2 briefly introduces the case scenario. Section 3
performs the DIKWP model construction. Section 4 processes the uncertain elements
present in the difference space, including inference, computation, and fusion transformation,
and Section 5 validates the model and compares it with other methods. Section 6 discusses
the model validation process and results. Section 7 summarizes the whole paper and
provides an outlook for future work.
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2. Case Scenarios

Patients often wonder whom to trust when different doctors provide different di-
agnoses or question a doctor’s professionalism when they offer different diagnoses to
different patients. Such thoughts can lead to medical disputes, which often arise from a
lack of transparency in the subjective perceptions of both parties during the doctor–patient
interaction. These disputes can occur during or after the consultation has ended. We will
specifically discuss the issue of medical disputes arising from doctor–patient interactions
during the consultation process. The root causes of medical disputes, from the patient’s
subjective perspective, often stem from the medical services the doctor provides falling
short of expectations, such as treatment outcomes or costs being lower than the expected
results or higher than anticipated expenses. To this end, we spent half a year collecting
hundreds of conversations and audio recordings of patients’ visits to the rheumatology
and immunology department and the psychology outpatient clinic of a local first-class
hospital. We converted the audio into text content while categorizing it into the records
of the initial and follow-up visits of 32 patients. Among these, there were patients with
only the records of the initial visit or only the records of the follow-up visit. Five cases
characterized by doctor–patient conflicts were selected for full-process follow-up, including
telephone return visits. In this midst, we will detail two specific cases that tend to cause the
most common doctor–patient disputes in the outpatient process.

2.1. Multi-Patient Visits to the Same Doctor

Case 1: Four patients (Tom et al.) chose to visit a hospital after learning online that
a doctor there was highly skilled in dealing with psychological and emotional issues.
The disease expressions of Alice and Bob were inaccurate and incomplete, leading to
diagnostic differences. Communication barriers prevented the doctor from obtaining
sufficient information for accurate judgments.

The four patients have diverse living environments and educational backgrounds.
Their different communication styles affect how they describe their psychological and
emotional issues. These differences may challenge the doctor’s understanding and commu-
nication during the diagnosis process, affecting diagnostic accuracy and increasing the risk
of misdiagnosis and potential medical disputes.

2.2. Multi-Doctor Visits with the Same Patient

Case 2: Tom experienced persistent back pain for two weeks and initially thought it
was a sprain. After applying a plaster without relief, he visited Doctor C at a local hospital.
Doctor C’s final diagnosis was membranous nephropathy, but Tom felt the diagnostic tests
prescribed were excessive, indicating overtreatment.

Tom then visited another local hospital, where Doctor B also diagnosed membranous
nephropathy and suggested a treatment plan involving a biological agent (rituximab).
However, Tom found Doctor B’s treatment plan too expensive, costing between CNY 40,000
and CNY 60,000, mostly out-of-pocket since it was not covered by health insurance. Given
that his only symptom was back pain, he opted not to proceed with the treatment at that
hospital. After these two consultations, Tom sought a third opinion at a top-tier hospital in a
significant city. Doctor A also diagnosed him with membranous nephropathy and proposed
a treatment plan, combining steroids and immunosuppressants (methylprednisolone plus
cyclophosphamide), lasting one year at a cost of around CNY 10,000.

The patient visited three different hospitals and consulted with different doctors.
Despite similar consultation processes, issues arose, such as excessive diagnostic testing by
doctors and inconsistent treatment plans. These issues undermined the patient’s trust in
the healthcare system and could also become the root cause of doctor–patient disputes. The
main challenges in resolving medical disputes include complex processes, low-resolution
efficiency, and the influence of subjective factors. Effectively addressing these real-world
problems, optimizing medical processes, and enhancing doctor–patient consultations’
transparency are key issues the current healthcare system needs to solve.
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We categorize these issues into two types of cognitive differences encountered during
the consultation process: the discrepancy caused by the difference between the patient’s
perception of the doctor and the doctor’s self-perception (as part of Figure 1a),and the
discrepancy between the patient’s expected perception of their symptoms by the doctor
and the doctor’s actual perception of the patient’s condition (as part of Figure 1b).

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Medical diagnostic differences. (a) Patient perceived portrait of doctor vs. doctor’s own
perceived portrait. (b) Patient expectation of dcotor perceived portrait of symptoms vs. dcotor
perceived portrait of patient Disease.

3. Model Construction

In the diagnostic and treatment setting, doctor–patient interactions primarily occur
through offline consultations, such as initial and follow-up visits at the outpatient depart-
ment. Doctors create paper or electronic medical records for patients, which are subjectively
formatted and recorded by the doctors. When medical disputes arise, these records are
often reviewed, but due to the doctors’ subjective recording, many DIKWP resources are
lost. The missing content often comprises crucial elements needed to resolve disputes. Ad-
ditionally, the external expressions by the interacting parties (doctors/patients) represent
only a part of their internal cognition. To this end, we use the case scenario analysis method
to construct an internal cognitive model as well as an external expressive content model
for both doctors and patients, starting from two specific cases, namely, multi-patient-same-
doctor and multi-patient-multi-doctor interaction differences, to make the doctor–patient
interactions transparent. We linked traditional expression systems of randomness, acciden-
tal uncertainty, and cognitive uncertainty with DIKWP uncertainty (U), including DIKWP
inconsistency (UCS), DIKWP incompleteness (UCP), and DIKWP impreciseness (UPR).

3.1. Definition of Medical Type Resources
3.1.1. Data Type Resource Definition

The data resource (DAT) is stored in a data graph (DG), which is an independent object
obtained by direct human observation or sensor collection of real-world objective existences.
It is not tied to anyone’s intention and is presented in the form of the most straightforward
collection. It does not have any substantive content without contextual semantics. Data can
be divided into data type (DATT) and data entity (DATE), according to the definition of
meaning, use, and transformation, as shown in Figure 2. Data type represents data with
typing ability and is divided into conceptual data (DATT−CN), collection data (DATT−CL),
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and range data (DATT−R). Data instantiation represents specific people, things, and objects,
which can be formalized as follows:

DAT ::=< DATT , DATE >

::=< (DATT−CN , DATT−CL, DATT−R), DATE >
(1)

Figure 2. Data type resource.

3.1.2. Information Type Resource Definition

Information resources (INF) are content resources other than data with semantic
orientations and values that can be processed independently. Information can also be
combined with other data and information to form a chain structure and enhance the
semantic value. The combination and transformation of the information chain can express
the causal phenomena and dynamic changes between different types of information, as
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Information type resource.

The information partial order (INFP) relationship refers to the comparison and state
change among information nodes with similar semantics or the unidirectional semantics
and logical deduction exhibited by information resources when describing the development
process of things. For example, the verb “order/book/reserve” has the same meaning in this
context but is represented in multiple ways. The information temporal (INFT) relationship
indicates that some information nodes do not have a direct semantic relationship but show
a temporal connection in the sentence. For instance, verbs like “choose”, “take”, and
“arrive” are temporally related in this context. The information include (INFI) relationship
refers to grouping overly lengthy semantic information or information chains to obtain
information nodes with a smaller semantic coverage range. For example, “walk” includes
“run” since walking encompasses running. In the information chain, the action “drink”
can be associated with “water” or “alcohol”, where drinking water implies the purpose
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of thirst, and drinking alcohol implies the purpose of socializing. This can be formalized
as follows:

INF ::=< INFP, INFT , INFI >

INFP ::= ep{orderI < orderI < orderI}
INFT ::= ep{chooseI → takeI → arriveI}
INFI ::= ep{walkI ∨ runI}

(2)

3.1.3. Knowledge Type Resource Definition

Knowledge resources (KNG) can be obtained from DAT and INF after structured
and formalized correlation, statistics, and inference, describing the integrity abstraction
relationships between content at the type/class level, and conclusions can be deduced from
conditions. There is an inclusion and conduction relationship between knowledge. The
inclusion relationship (KNGI) means that parent knowledge (KNGF) completely contains
child knowledge (KNGS), or child knowledge belongs to parent knowledge, which can be
formalized as follows:

KNG ::=< KNGI , KNGC >

KNGI ::=< KNGF, KNGS >
(3)

Knowledge conduction (KNGC) refers to the transmissibility of knowledge, which we
represent as a triad. It includes the knowledge condition (major premise (KNGMAR), minor
premise (KNGMIN)), and conclusion (knowledge conclusion, KNGCLS). Any trinomial
contains three different lexical items: major, minor, and intermediate, and the lexical item
that serves as the predicate in the concluding judgment is called the major item, which is
usually denoted by “MAR”. The word item that is the main item in the conclusion judgment
is called the minor item, which is usually denoted by “MIN”. In this case, a premise that
contains a major term is called a major premise, a premise that contains a minor term is
called a minor premise, and a judgment that contains both a major and a minor term is
called a conclusion.

KNGC ::=< KNGMAR, KNGMIN , KNGCLS >

KNGMAR ::=< (DAT ∪ INF)MID → (DAT ∪ INF)MAR >MAR

KNGMIN ::=< (DAT ∪ INF)MIN → (DAT ∪ INF)MID >MIN

KNGCLS ::=< (DAT ∪ INF)MIN → (DAT ∪ INF)MAR >CLS

(4)

3.1.4. Wisdom Type Resource Definition

Wisdom (WIS) resources are generally difficult to obtain by direct mapping of
healthcare-type resources and need to be obtained by reasoning. We can regard them as the
value judgment (VAL) of DIKW-type resources based on PUP in a particular case scenario,
which has the same and different points with knowledge; the same point is that both need
to reason, and the different point is that wisdom resources are more subjective, formally
represented as follows:

WIS ::=< DAT|INF|KNG +DIKWP PUP ⇔ DAT|INF|KNG >VAL (5)

3.1.5. Purpose Type Resource Definition

Purpose (PUP) resources are some hidden or obvious purposes that humans have
for a particular thing and are explicit representations of human beings’ efforts to solve a
particular problem or satisfy a certain need. We can interpret them as function PUPs that
take DIKW resources as input and obtain the output of DIKW resources. The input and
output DIKW resources can be specific to DAT, INF, KNG, or WIS nodes. We consider
whether the input nodes between intents have purpose relevance (PUPR), purpose con-
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sistency (PUPCS), purpose partial order (PUPP), and purpose conflict (PUPCF), formally
represented as follows:

{DAT|INF|KNG|WIS}OUTPUT = pup({DAT, INF, KNG, WIS}INPUT)

PUP ::=< PUPR, PUPCS, PUPP, PUPCF >
(6)

We assume that the input node is nodeIN and the output node is nodeOUT , PUPR
means that multiple purposes have the same nodeIN node but different nodeOUT nodes.
PUPCS means that multiple purposes have different nodeIN nodes but the same nodeOUT
node. PUPP means that the nodeIN/nodeOUT node becomes a nodeOUT/nodeIN node of
another purpose. PUPCF is the existence of inconsistent or antagonistic nodeOUT nodes due
to differences in content bias and dominant nature, as in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Purpose type resource.

3.2. Classification of Differences in Uncertain Medical Type Resources

In response to the issue of DIKWP uncertainty among different types of medical
resources, we map these uncertainties to the DIKWP difference space for detailed classifi-
cation and processing. Differences in medical resources (DIFFMR) are divided into differ-
ences in medical resource data (DIFFDAT_MR), differences in medical resource information
(DIFFINF_MR), differences in medical resource knowledge (DIFFKNG_MR), differences in
medical resource wisdom (DIFFWIS_MR), and differences in medical resource purpose
(DIFFPUP_MR). DIFFMR is interrelated with U, which can be formalized as follows:

DIFFMR ::=< DIFFDAT_MR, DIFFINF_MR, DIFFKNG_MR, DIFFWIS_MR, DIFFPUP_MR >

U ::=< UCS, UCP, UPR >

DIFFMR ↔ U

(7)

We provide a specific example to demonstrate the relationship between DIKWP
uncertainty and difference space and an example of its resolution. Below, we present Text A
in a definite scenario, with “Sherlock” as the subject and the current purpose being “What
is Sherlock?”. We randomly add, delete, and modify Text A to produce Text B, representing
an uncertain scenario.

Text A: Sherlock is mysterious. In September 2011, Sherlock walked to the shop, bought a
knife, and killed a doctor. He eluded the police for three years by relying on his keen insight. What
is Sherlock?

Text B: Sherlock is ? In 2011, Sherlock walked to the restaurant, bought a knife and killed a ?
He eluded the police for four years by relying on his keen ?? is Sherlock?

We map the content of the text to the DIKWP graph, forming a schematic for identify-
ing and marking the DIKWP graph difference space under uncertain scenarios. as shown
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. DIKWP differential spatial labeling and identification schematic under uncertainty—Text A
and B.

We match DIKWP-incomplete resources to different space processing based on data,
knowledge, wisdom, and purpose, as single types or in missing combinations. DIKWP-
imprecise resources are matched to different space processing where the precision of
data, knowledge, wisdom, and purpose, whether as single types or in combinations, is
insufficient. DIKWP-inconsistent resources are matched to different space processing,
where conflicts or imbalances exist in data, knowledge, wisdom, and purpose as single
types or combinations. The DIKWP uncertainty difference processing framework is shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. DIKWP uncertainty variance processing framework.

3.3. Processing of Uncertain Medical Type Resources

We classify the two cases in the “Case Scenarios” into scenarios of multiple patients
with the same doctors, and doctors with the same patient for detailed analysis and pro-
cessing. Initially, we map the resources of both cases into the DIKWP graph. Based on the
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recipient of the target content and the content expected to be understood, we match these
to the subjective DIKWP cognition graph of the interpreter and the DIKWP content graph
of the concepts or language faced by the interpreter, respectively, for formal definition.

DIKWP Graph : DIKWP ::=< DG, IG, KG, WG, PG >

DIKWP Content Graph : DIKWPCT ::=< DGCT , IGCT , KGCT , WGCT , PGCT >

DIKWP Cognition Graphs : DIKWPCG ::=< DGCG, IGCG, KGCG, WGCG, PGCG >

(8)

3.3.1. Treatment of Multi-Patient Same-Doctor Diagnostic Discrepancies

When multiple patients with suspected similar conditions consult the same doctor,
each patient will develop their cognitive space model. This includes the patient’s DIKWP
cognition graph, their disease, and their perception of the doctor’s DIKWP. The expected
DIKWP cognition graph regarding the doctor’s understanding of symptoms also forms
part of this. The DIKWP (disease text description) content graph, representing the patient’s
subjective expression, can be constructed from the patient’s perceived doctor’s DIKWP
cognition graph and the expected DIKWP cognition graph of the doctor’s understanding
of symptoms. Setting aside diagnostic differences due to the doctor’s fatigue or workload,
the doctor creates a DIKWP cognition graph for the patient’s conditions based on their own
DIKWP cognition graph after interacting with multiple patients. The doctor diagnoses
by integrating their cognition and symptom knowledge, resulting in the final DIKWP
diagnostic content graph.

In addressing such issues, we consider using DIKWP reasoning computation to solve
the problem. Assume two patients (A and B) visit the same doctor and face diagnostic
differences. Identifying the root cause is necessary to solve this issue, and we attempt
to trace its origin. The diagnostic difference is due to differences between Patient A’s
diagnostic DIKWP content graph and Patient B’s diagnostic DIKWP content graph, which
can be traced back to differences in Patient A’s disease description DIKWP content graph.
The reason can be found in the differences between the DIKWP cognition graph of Patient
A and the DIKWP cognition graph of Patient B; that is, there exists a cognitive gap between
Patient A and Patient B. In the DIKWP graph, this is manifested as inconsistencies, inac-
curacies, and incompleteness between the DIKWP semantic graph of Patient A and the
semantic graph of Patient B, with the specific processing procedure shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Processing of multi-patient same-doctor diagnostic discrepancies.
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The reasoning process is as follows:

Request: DATA1 ? DATB1

Solutions:

Given DATA1 +DIKWP INFA1 → KNGA1

DATB1 +DIKWP INFB1 → KNGB1

INFA1 > INFB1, KNGA1 > KNGB1

(9)

It can be derived that:
DATA1 ≥ DATB1 (10)

We define Case 1 as subjective expression content text (SubExText) and store it in the
(condition, conclusion) key–value pair structure as in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Splitting the text of subjective expressions.

SubExText Condition Conclusion

SubExText-T

I often felt guilty and blamed myself for my words and
actions, I had mood swings, which occurred frequently,

and my appetite and sleep received a great deal
of disruption.

The patient had no history of diseases, no family history
of depression or other psychiatric disorders, a

preliminary diagnosis of moderate depression with a
60% tendency, and psychotherapy was recommended.

SubExText-J

I felt constant guilt and shame for my words and
actions, and an overall feeling of emotional despair. I
often have doubts about my abilities and values, feel

helpless and confused, and my appetite and sleep have
been greatly affected.

The patient had no history of diseases, no family history
of depression or other psychiatric disorders, a

preliminary diagnosis of moderate depression with a
70% tendency.

SubExText-A

I occasionally felt guilty and blamed for my words and
actions, and my emotions occasionally felt desperate. I
often have doubts about my abilities and values, feel

helpless and confused, and my appetite and sleep have
been greatly affected.

The patient had no history of diseases, no family history
of depression or other psychiatric disorders, a

preliminary diagnosis of ?

SubExText-B

I am sometimes embarrassed by my words and actions,
and my emotions often feel ?. Sometimes feel lonely,

especially when relationships are challenging or when
facing discomfort.

The patient had no history of specific illnesses, no
family history of depression or other psychiatric

disorders, and a preliminary diagnosis of no depressive
tendencies.

We use inference for such SubExText problems when the content of the subjective
expression of the two subjects is different. We pick out the known (condition, conclusion),
map the content of SubExText to DIKWP, compare them one by one, and reason about the
text with the least uncertainty of the problem’s existence first to obtain a basic objective
result, which is then stored in the reasoning new resource base (NRB). This provides doctors
with diagnostic references before diagnosis, thereby reducing diagnostic errors. It can be
formalized as follows:

Result ::=< DAT|INF|KNG|WIS|PUP > (11)

Finally, the SubExText that needs to be solved is reasoned through the NRB to obtain
the final target.

3.3.2. Treatment of Multi-Doctor Same-Patient Diagnostic Discrepancies

In a single patient visiting multiple doctors, the patient, based on their own DIKWP
cognition graph, forms a perception of the disease and the doctors. This leads to an expected
DIKWP cognition graph regarding how the doctors understand the symptoms. These four
cognition graphs make up the patient’s cognitive space model. A subjective DIKWP
(disease text description) content graph is obtained through the patient’s subjectively
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expected cognitive model of the doctor. After the interactions between the two doctors and
the patient, each doctor forms their own DIKWP cognition graph of the patient’s condition.
They arrive at a diagnosis by integrating their cognition and understanding of symptoms,
resulting in the final DIKWP diagnostic content graph.

To address such issues, we consider DIKWP fusion and transformation to solve
the problem, assuming the same patient visits doctors (A, B) at different hospitals and
encounters diagnostic differences. Similarly, we can trace back from the differences in the
DIKWP content graphs between Doctor A and Doctor B to find the root cause, which lies
in the differences in the DIKWP cognition graphs of Doctor A and Doctor B, indicating
a cognitive gap between them. In the DIKWP graph, this is reflected as inconsistencies,
impreciseness, and incompleteness between Doctor A’s DIKWP semantic graph and Doctor
B’s semantic graph, with the specific processing procedure illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Processing of multi-doctor same-patient diagnostic discrepancies.

The reasoning process is as follows:

Request: DATA1 ↔ DATB1

Solutions:

DATA1 +DIKWP INFA1 → DATA2

DATB1 +DIKWP INFB1 → DATB2

DATA2 = DATB1 ∨ DATB2 = DATA1

(12)

To address the diagnostic differences between doctors, intra-modal and cross-modal
transformations and reasoning are performed. This ensures that the transformed resources
can satisfy the outputs of PUP, DAT, INF, KNG, and WIS. This approach aims to reduce the
diagnostic errors that doctors make for different patients with the same condition and to
resolve uncertainty issues, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Type resource conversion.

Class Type Formalized Computing

Homo-modal

DAT → DAT < UCS, UCP, UPR >DAT→<
UCS, UCP, UPR >DAT

DATexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

DATnew
INF → INF < UCS, UCP, UPR >INF→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >INF

INFexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

INFnew
KNG → KNG < UCS, UCP, UPR >KNG→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >KNG

KNGexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

KNGnew
WIS → WIS < UCS, UCP, UPR >WIS→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >WIS

WISexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

WISnew
PUP → PUP < UCS, UCP, UPR >PUP→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >PUP

PUPexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

PUPnew

Cross-modal

DAT → INF < UCS, UCP, UPR >DAT→<
UCS, UCP, UPR >INF

DATexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INFexist|KNG|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

INFnew
DAT → KNG < UCS, UCP, UPR >DAT→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >KNG

DATexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNGexist|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

KNGnew
DAT → WIS < UCS, UCP, UPR >DAT→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >WIS

DATexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WISexist) +DIKWP PUP =

WISnew
DAT → PUP < UCS, UCP, UPR >DAT→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >PUP

DATexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WISexist) +DIKWP

PUPexist = PUPnew
INF → DAT < UCS, UCP, UPR >INF→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >DAT

INFexist +DIKWP
(DATexist|INF|KNG|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

DATnew
INF → KNG < UCS, UCP, UPR >INF→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >KNG

INFexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNGexist|WIS) +DIKWP PUP =

KNGnew
INF → WIS < UCS, UCP, UPR >INF→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >WIS

INFexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WISexist) +DIKWP PUP =

WISnew
INF → PUP < UCS, UCP, UPR >INF→<

UCS, UCP, UPR >PUP

INFexist +DIKWP
(DAT|INF|KNG|WIS) +DIKWP PUPexist =

PUPnew

4. Model Reasoning and Difference Processing

We conduct reasoning and verification on the two scenarios encountered during the
medical consultation process, specifically addressing the DIFFMR issue in Case 1 and 2.

4.1. Processing Diagnostic Differences Caused by Multiple Patients with the Same Doctor

To tackle the diagnostic difference problem caused by multiple patients consult-
ing the same doctor, we first use purpose-driven data, information, knowledge, and
wisdom fusion technology to formally analyze the dispute’s causes before addressing
specific case differences.

4.1.1. Reasoning on Diagnostic Differences

Diagnostic differences arising in doctor–patient interactions can lead to medical dis-
putes. The patient’s intent during the consultation can be segmented from “describing
the condition” to “receiving a diagnosis”. In Case 1, with four patients (PT , PJ , PA, PB)
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consulting, diagnostic differences occur due to varying expressions, hence the cause of the
dispute can be formally deduced as follows:

DIKWPCG(PA) ::=< DGCG(PA), IGCG(PA), KGCG(PA), WGCG(PA), PGCG(PA) >

DGCG(PA) ::= DATCG_1(PA), . . . , DATCG_N(PA), N ≥ 1

DGCG(PA) = {word, action, emotion, ?, relationship, discom f ort} → UCP

PUPCG_1(PA) ::= Disease conditions

Search PUPCG_1(PA) in DIKWPCG(PA)

INFCG_1(PA) → Disease Basic Condition Description In f ormation

INFCG_1(PA) = {sometimes, embarrassed . . .}
DIKWPCG(PB) ::=< DGCG(PB), IGCG(PB), KGCG(PB), WGCG(PB), PGCG(PB) >

DGCG(PB) ::= DATCG_1(PB), . . . , DATCG_N(PB), N ≥ 1

PUPCG_1(PB) ::= Disease conditions

Search PUPCG_1(PB) in DIKWPCG(PB)

INFCG_1(PB) → Disease Basic Condition Description In f ormation

INFCG_1(PB) = {occasionally, blamed, . . .}
{sometimes, embarrassed . . .}INF ̸= {occasionally, blamed, . . .}INF

→ UCP and UPR

(13)

4.1.2. Processing on Diagnostic Differences

In Case 1, PA’s unclear expression led to diagnostic differences. We map the (condition,
conclusion) in SubExText to DIKWP, one by one, to find out the two main body expres-
sion texts (SubExText-T, SubExText-J) with the least DIFFMR. We first map SubExText-T,
SubExText-J, SubExText-A, and SubExText-B(Condition, Conclusion) to DIKWP, respec-
tively, and the “?” part that needs to be solved can be set as an x-band solver. The “?” part
can be set to x for solving, and the specific process is as follows:

The Basic Objective Result is Stored in the NRB for Reasoning

We first transform SubExText-T and SubExText-J formally, which can be obtained
as follows:

SubExText-T

[INFT1 ∧ INFT2 ∧ INFT3 ∧ INFT4]((T, DATT1), (T, DATT2), (DATT3, DATT4))∧
[INFT5 ∧ INFT6 ∧ INFT7 ∧ INFT8](DATT5, DATT6)∧
[INFT9 ∧ INFT10 ∧ INFT11]((DATT7, DATT8), (T, DATT9)) →
[INFT11 ∧ INFT12 ∧ INFT13 ∧ INFT14]((DATT10, DATT11), (DATT10, DATT12))∧
[INFT13 ∧ INFT14 ∧ INFT15 ∧ INFT16 ∧ INFT17]((DATT13, DATT14), (DATT14, DATT15))∧
[INFT18 ∧ INFT19 ∧ INFT14 ∧ INFT20 ∧ INFT21]((DATT16, DATT14), (DATT17, DATT18))∧
[INFT22 ∧ INFT23 ∧ INFT24]DATT19

(14)
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SubExText-J

[INFJ1 ∧ INFJ2 ∧ INFJ3 ∧ INFJ4]((J, DATJ1), (J, DATJ2), (DATJ3, DATJ4))∧
[INFJ5 ∧ INFJ6 ∧ INFJ7](DATJ5, DATJ6)∧
[INFJ8 ∧ INFJ9 ∧ INFJ10 ∧ INFJ3]((J, DATJ7), (DATJ8, DATJ9)) →
[INFJ11 ∧ INFJ13]((DATJ10, DATJ11))∧
[INFJ3 ∧ INFJ9 ∧ INFJ12 ∧ INFJ13 ∧ INFJ14](DATJ12, DATJ13)∧
[INFJ15 ∧ INFJ16 ∧ INFJ17 ∧ INFJ18]((DATJ13, DATJ14), (DATJ14, DATJ15))∧
[INFJ17 ∧ INFJ18 ∧ INFJ19 ∧ INFJ20 ∧ INFJ21]((DATJ16, DATJ14), (DATJ14.DATJ17),

(DATJ14, DATJ18)) ∧ [INFJ22 ∧ INFJ23 ∧ INFJ18 ∧ INFJ24 ∧ INFJ25]

((DATJ19, DATJ17), (DATJ20, DATJ21))

(15)

We introduce relevant conditions, specifically the following:

• Known condition

DAT : DATT1 = DATJ1, DATT2 = DATJ2, DATT3 = DATJ3, DATT4 = DATJ4,

DATT7 = DATJ12, DATT8 = DATJ13

INF : INFT2 = INFJ1, INFT3 = INFJ3, INFT4 = INFJ4

(16)

• Comparison of frequency and extent
Moments are in the frequency to a greater extent than the hourly rate, so we can
consider moments > hourly rate. Therefore, it can be obtained as follows:

INFT1 < INFJ2 (17)

• Disambiguation
Some words have different lexical meanings to express the same meaning and some
words have the same meaning but different expressions. Then, we need to disam-
biguate. We define the disambiguation function as EL, including lexical disambigua-
tion (ELPOS) and lexical disambiguation (ELMEAN), as follows:

EL ::=< ELPOS, ELMEAN >

< DATT1, DATJ1 >::= ELPOS(DATT1, DATJ1)

< DATT5, DATJ5 >::= ELMEAN(DATT5, DATJ5)

(18)

• Emotional vocabulary
Depression and despair, both volatility and despair, are negative emotions in the
emotional vocabulary but differ in degrees. Generally speaking, volatility is more
likely to describe a mild, temporary depression or emotional upset. At the same time,
despair more strongly expresses an emotional state of hopelessness and despair to a
deeper degree, so despair > swings. Therefore, the following can be obtained:

DATT6 < DATJ6 (19)

• The rule of common sense
KNG1(Moderately depressed people may doubt their own abilities and values, as well
as feel helpless and confused); KNG2(moderately depressed patients have large mood
swings); we formalize these three knowledge rules as follows:
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KNG1 :

[INFT18 ∧ INFT19 ∧ INFT20 ∧ INFT21]((DATT15, DATT14), (DATJ8, DATJ9))

→ [INFJ8 ∧ INFJ9 ∧ INFJ10 ∧ INFJ3]((J, DATJ7), (DATJ8, DATJ9))∧
[INFJ11 ∧ INFJ13](DATJ10, DATJ11)

KNG2 :

[INFJ22 ∧ INFJ23 ∧ INFJ18 ∧ INFJ24 ∧ INFJ25]((DATJ9, DATJ17),

(DATJ20, DATJ21)) → [INFT5 ∧ INFT6 ∧ INFT7 ∧ INFT8](DATT5, DATT6)

(20)

Due to

SubExText − T(Conclusion) ≤ SubExText − J(Conclusion)

→ SubExText − T(Condition) ≤ SubExText − J(Condition)
(21)

The following can be obtained:

Result ::= ep
{

DATT3 ≤ DATJ3
}

(22)

Ultimately, blamed is less than or equal to shame and can be obtained and stored in
the NRB. The result inference validation diagram is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Case 1-Result deposited in NRB.

Search the NRB and Solve for the Target

We first set SubExText-A(Conclusion) with “?” as Target1, and SubExText-B(Condition)
with “?” as Target2, and the specific solution is as follows:

• Solving for Target1
This can be seen by the relevant conditions in the result’s reasoning above:

SubExText − T(Condition) < SubExText − A(Condition) ≤
SubExText − J(Condition) → SubExText − T(Conclusion) <

SubExText − A(Conclusion) ≤ SubExText − J(Conclusion)

(23)

Formalize SubExText-A(Conclusion) as follows:

[INFA12 ∧ INFA13 ∧ INFA14 ∧ INFA15]((DATA14, DAT15), (DAT14, DAT16))∧
[INFA14 ∧ INFA15 ∧ INFA16 ∧ INFA17 ∧ INFA18]((DATA17, DATA18),

(DATA18, DATA19)) ∧ Target1

(24)
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The following is known:

DAT :

DATT10 = DATA14 = DATJ13, DATT11 = DATA15 = DATJ14,

DATT12 = DATA17 = DATJ16, DATT14 = DATA18 = DATJ17,

DATT15 = DATA19 = DATJ18, DATT16 = DATA20 = DATJ13

INF :

INFT11 = INFA12 = INFJ15, INFT12 = INFA13 = INFJ17,

INFT13 = INFA14 = INFJ17, INFT14 = INFA15 = INFJ18,

INFT15 = INFA16 = INFJ19, INFT16 = INFA17 = INFJ20,

INFT15 = INFA16 = INFJ19, INFT16 = INFA17 = INFJ20,

INFT17 = INFA18 = INFJ21, INFT18 = INFA20 = INFJ23

(25)

Therefore:

[INFT18 ∧ INFT19 ∧ INFT14 ∧ INFT20 ∧ INFT21]((DATT16, DATT14),

(DATT17, DATT18)) ∧ [INFT22 ∧ INFT23 ∧ INFT24]DATT19 < Target1

≤ [INFJ22 ∧ INFJ23 ∧ INFJ18 ∧ INFJ24 ∧ INFJ25]

((DATJ19, DATJ17), (DATJ20, DATJ21))

(26)

That is, Target1’s initial diagnosis for Alice is moderate depression with a depres-
sive tendency of 60% to 70%, and Target1’s inference validation diagram is shown
in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Case 1- Search for the NRB and solve for Target.
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• Solving for Target2 We require Target2 in SubExText-B(Condition), according to the
following condition:

SubExText − B(Conclusion) < SubExText − T(Conclusion) ≤
SubExText − J(Conclusion) → SubExText − B(Condition) <

SubExText − T(Condition) ≤ SubExText − J(Condition)

(27)

We formalize SubExText-B(Condition) to obtain the following:

[INFB1 ∧ INFB2 ∧ INFB3]((B, DATB1), (DATB2, DATB3))∧
[INFB3 ∧ INFB4 ∧ INFB5 ∧ Target2](DATB4, Target2)∧
[INFB7 ∧ INFB8 ∧ INFB9 ∧ INFB10 ∧ INFB11]((DATB4, DATB7), (B, DATB8))

(28)

We are known:

DAT :

DATB2 = DATT3 = DATJ3, DATB3 = DATT4 = DATJ4

INF :

INFB3 = INFT3 = INFJ3, INFB4 = INFT1

(29)

Comparison between frequency and extent:

INFB1 < INFJ2 < INFT1 (30)

Disambiguation:

< DATB4, DATJ5 >= ELPOS(DATB4, DATJ5)

< INFB5, INFT2 > ELPOS(DATB5, DATT2)
(31)

Emotional vocabulary:
DATB1 < DATT2 ≤ DATJ2 (32)

The rule of common sense: KNG (frequent doubts about one’s abilities and worth,
feeling helpless and confused, and appetite and sleep have been greatly affected, and
the emotional level is greater than the feeling of loneliness at times, especially when re-
lationships are challenging or when facing discomfort), formalizes the knowledge rule,
as follows:

[INFB1 ∧ INFB5](B, DATB5) ∧ [INFB7 ∧ INFB8 ∧ INFB9 ∧ INFB10 ∧ INFB11]

((DATB6, DATB7)(B, DATB8)) < [INFJ8 ∧ INFJ9 ∧ INFJ10 ∧ INFJ13]((J, DATJ7),

(DATJ8, DATJ9)) ∧ [INFJ11 ∧ INFJ13](DATJ10, DATJ11)∧
[INFJ3 ∧ INFJ9 ∧ INFJ12 ∧ INFJ13 ∧ INFJ14](DATJ12, DATJ13)

(33)

Therefore:
[Target2]Target2 ≤ DATJ6 (34)

That is, Target2 as a whole is less than desperate.

4.2. Processing Diagnostic Differences Caused by the Same Patient Consulting Multiple Doctors

To address the diagnostic differences caused by the same patient consulting mul-
tiple doctors, we first use purpose-driven data, information, knowledge, and wisdom
fusion technology to formally analyze the dispute’s causes before handling the differences
in Case 2.
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4.2.1. Diagnostic Differences Reasoning

Diagnostic differences in doctor–patient interactions can lead to medical disputes. The
intent during a doctor’s consultation process can be segmented from “ordering tests” to
“receiving a diagnosis” and ultimately to “formulating a treatment plan”. In Case 2, where
doctors (DA, DB, DC) diagnose a patient, driven by the purpose of “order tests”, differences
in the tests ordered by DA and DC could lead to diagnostic differences. CA indicates the
patient’s objective content text. The reason can then be formally deduced as follows:

DIKWPCG(DA(CA)) ::=< DGCG(DA(CA)), IGCG(DA(CA)), KGCG(DA(CA)),

WGCG(DA(CA)), PGCG(DA(CA)) >

DIKWPCG(DC(CA)) ::=< DGCG(DC(CA)), IGCG(DC(CA)), KGCG(DC(CA)),

WGCG(DC(CA)), PGCG(DC(CA)) >

DGCG(DA(CA)) ::= DATCG_1(DA(CA)), . . . , DATCG_N(DA(CA)), N ≥ 1

DGCG(DC(CA)) ::= DATCG_1(DC(CA)), . . . , DATCG_N(DC(CA)), N ≥ 1

DGCG(DA(CA)) = {location, pain, activity, f ever, weight}
DGCG(DC(CA)) = { f oamy, cloudy}

Search DGCG((DA(CA) in DIKWPCG((DA(CA)) → NOT FOUND UCP

SearchIGCG((DA(CA) in DIKWPCG((DA(CA)) → NOT FOUND UCP

PUPCG_1((DA(CA) ::= open test item

Search PUPCG_1((DA(CA) in DIKWPCG(DA(CA))

DGCG(DA(CA)) = {urine routine, urine proteinquanti f ication, blood routine,

serum creatinine, blood urea nitrogen}
IGCG(DA(CA)) = {renal}

PUPCG_1((DC(CA) ::= open test item

Search PUPCG_1((DC(CA) in DIKWPCG(DC(CA))

DGCG(DC(CA)) = {kidney stones, X − Rays, blood tests}
IGCG(DC(CA)) = {in f ections}

DGCG(DA(CA)) ̸= DGCG(DC(CA))

→ UCSandUPR

IGCG(DC(CA)) = {in f ections}
IGCG(DA(CA)) ̸= IGCG(DC(CA))

→ UCSandUPR

(35)

Similarly, driven by the purpose of “formulate a treatment plan”, differences in the
treatment plans between DA and DB could lead to diagnostic differences. This is reflected
in the issues of uncertainty in data, information, knowledge, wisdom, and purpose, as
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Uncertainty issues in multi-doctor cases with the same patient.

UCS UCP UPR

Data

DoctorA
and

DoctorB

{hormones,immunosuppressants,
Methylprednisolone,

Cyclophosphamide}DATA ̸=
{biological agents,rituximab}DATB

{Methylprednisolone,
Cyclophosphamide}DATA AND

{rituximab}DATB

{Methylprednisolone,
Cyclophosphamide}DATA

↔ {rituximab}DATB

DoctorA
and

DoctorC

{urine routine, 24-h urine protein,
biochemistry}DATA ̸= {CT scan,

bones,infection}DATC

{color,texture}DATA AND
{kidney stones}DATC

{blood routine, serum
creatinine, blood urea

nitrogen}DATA ↔ {blood tests}DATC

Information

DoctorA
and

DoctorB

{starting}INFA ̸=
{inject}INFB

{inflammatory}INFA AND
{damage}INFB

{side,such as}INFA ↔
{side,include,increased}INFB

DoctorA
and

DoctorC

{understand,renal}INFA

̸= {look for}INFC

{foamy,cloudy}INFA AND
{specific,worse}INFC

{includes,understand}INFA

↔ {rule out,common}INFC

Knowledge

DoctorA
and

DoctorB

{starting(Methylprednisolone) →
reduce(kidneys)}KNGA ̸=

{inject(rituximb)
→ reduce(proteinuria)}KNGB

{side(effect) → gain(weight)
increase(blood pressure ˆ risks)}KNGA

AND {include(biologics,
side(effect)) → increase(risks)}KNGB

{side(effect) → gain(weight)
increase(blood pressure,

risks)}KNGA ↔ {include(biologics,
side(effect)) → increase(risks)}KNGB

DoctorA
and

DoctorC

{understand(renal status) →
start(urine routine, 24-h

urine protein,biochemistry)}KNGA

̸= {kidney stones → start(CT scan,
blood tests)}KNGC

{foamy ˆ cloudy(urine) →
understand(renal status)}KNGA AND

{no(fever) ˆ stable(weight) ˆ worse
(activity)ˆspecific(pain location)

→ kidney stones}KNGC

{understand(renal status) →
start(urine routine, 24-h

urine protein,biochemistry)}KNGA

↔ {kidney stones → start(CT scan,
blood tests)}KNGC

Wisdom

DoctorA
and

DoctorB

{hormones ˆ immuno
suppressants}WISA

̸= {biological agents}WISB

{considering(health ˆ condition)}WISA

AND {fast(treatment)}WISB

{considering(health ˆ
condition)}WISA ↔

{fast(treatment)}WISB
DoctorA

and
DoctorC

{renal(status)}WISA ̸=
{kidney stones}WISC

{understand(renal status)}WISA

AND {rule out(problem)}WISC

{understand(renal status)}WISA

↔ {rule out(problem)}WISC

Purpose

DoctorA
and

DoctorB

{starting(Methylprednisolone
Cyclophosphamide)}PUPA ̸=

{ject(rituximab)}PUPB

{reduce(kidneys)}PUPA AND
{reduce(proteinuria)}PUPB

{reduce(kidneys)}PUPA ↔
{reduce(proteinuria)}PUPB

DoctorA
and

DoctorC

{start(urine routine, 24-h
urine protein,biochemistry)}PUPA

̸= {CT scan}PUPC

{understand(renal status)}PUPA

AND {look for(bones,
infections)}PUPC

{understand(renal status)}PUPA ↔
{look for(bones,infections)}PUPC

4.2.2. Diagnostic Differences Processing

We map the interactive dialogues from Case 2 into the DIKWP model, where the
patient’s main complaint is “two weeks of back pain with a sensation of fatigue”. In
the doctor–patient interaction, the doctors’ cognition graphs are continually updated,
particularly their cognition graphs regarding the patient and their DIKWP cognition graphs
related to the patient’s condition. There are differences in treatment plans between DA and
DB, and differences in the tests ordered by DA and DC, indicating variances in the doctors’
cognition graphs about the patient and their DIKWP cognition graphs of the patient’s
condition. When combined with Table 3, the specific differences in the DIKWP graphs of
DA, DB, and DC are depicted in Figure 11.

To address the issue of differences, we propose a fusion solution that approaches
the uncertainty caused by diagnostic differences from both intra-modal and cross-modal
perspectives, performing DIKWP transformation calculations and constructing process-
ing scenarios. By integrating intent for the deduction, the resource transformation yields
DIKWP resources that meet the intent requirements, enhancing the medical process’s trans-
parency, interpretability, and computational efficiency, avoiding doctor–patient disputes,
and resolving diagnostic differences. To some extent, this approach surpasses the doctors’
diagnostic and treatment capabilities. Regarding the treatment plan differences between
DA and DC, for the intra-modal transformation of five modalities, we provide formal repre-
sentations, transformation calculations, and processing illustrations, as shown in Table 4.
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We give the formal representation for the twenty cross-modal transformations, as shown in
Tables 5 and 6.

Table 4. Homo-modal DIKWP conversion computing and processing.

Type Formalized Graphic

DAT → DAT
< urine routine >DAT +DIKWP <

analyze reasons >PUP→<
kidney stones >DAT

INF → INF
< look f or >INF +DIKWP <
analyze reasons >PUP→<

look f or(renal) >INF

KNG → KNG

< inject(rituximb) →
reduce(proteinuria) >KNG +DIKWP <

look f or >INF +DIKWP <
analyze reasons >PUP→<

reduce(proteinuria) → treat(kidney) >KNG

WIS → WIS

< renal(status) >WIS +DIKWP <
routine >DAT +DIKWP <

look f or(kidney) >PUP→< urine routine →
look f or(kidney) >WIS

PUP → PUP
< rule out(renal) >PUP +DIKWP <

understand(kidney) >WIS +DIKWP <
treat >PUP→< treat(kidney) >PUP
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Table 5. Cross- modal DIKWP conversion computing and processing (DAT,INF).

Type Formalized

DAT → INF < urine rountine >DAT +DIKWP < understand(renal)) >INF +DIKWP <
understand(renal) → start(urine rountine) >KNG +DIKWP < cstar >PUP→<

has(renal problems) >INF
DAT → KNG < two weeks >DAT +DIKWP < test → cause >KNG +DIKWP < pain time >DAT +DIKWP <

cause >PUP→< pain time →!cause ∧ test >KNG
DAT → WIS < test results >DAT +DIKWP < test → treatment plan >KNG +DIKWP <

treatment plan → treat(ache) >KNG +DIKWP < relieve >PUP→< relieve(ache) >WIS
DAT → PUP < uarthritis >DAT +DIKWP < treatment plan >DAT +DIKWP < f ind >PUP→<

f ind(treatment plan) >PUP
INF → DAT < pain(lower back) >INF +DIKWP < pain(lower back) ∧ f atigue → stones >KNG

+DIKWP < test >PUP→< CT >DAT
INF → KNG < pain(knuckle) >INF +DIKWP < test results → diagnose >KNG +DIKWP <

cause >PUP→< cause → testresults >KNG
INF → WIS < pain(knuckle) >INF +DIKWP < pain(knuckle) → ache >KNG +DIKWP <

relieve >PUP→< relieve(ache) >WIS
INF → PUP < eat(medicine) ∧ no(recover) >INF +DIKWP < best(treatment plan) → recover >KNG

+DIKWP < adjust >PUP→< adjust(treatment plan) >PUP

Figure 11. Schematic of spatial marking and treatment of different doctor differences.
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Table 6. Cross-modal DIKWP conversion computing and processing (KNG, WIS, and PUP).

Type Formalized

KNG → DAT < gouty arthritis → high(Uric Acid) >KNG +DIKWP < high(Uric Acid) >INF +DIKWP <
diagnose >PUP→< gouty arthritis >DAT

KNG → INF < goutyarthritis → high(Uric Acid) >KNG +DIKWP < high(Uric Acid) >INF +DIKWP <
diagnose >PUP→< diagnose(gouty arthritis) >INF

KNG → WIS < gouty arthritis → high(Uric Acid) >KNG +DIKWP < control >PUP→<
control(Uric Acid) >WIS

KNG → PUP < gouty arthritis → high(Uric Acid) >KNG +DIKWP < treat >PUP→<
treat(gouty arthritis) >PUP

WIS → DAT < understand(disease) >WIS +DIKWP < allopurinol → treat(Uric Acid) >KNG +DIKWP <
understand >PUP→< gouty arthritis >DAT

WIS → INF < treat(gouty arthritis) >WIS +DIKWP >< allopurinol → treat(gouty arthritis) >KNG
+DIKWP < eat >DIKWP→< eat(allopurinol) >INF

WIS → KNG < treat(gouty arthritis) >WIS +DIKWP < gouty arthritis → high(Uric Acid) >KNG
+DIKWP < allopurinol → control(Uric Acid) >KNG +DIKWP < treat >PUP→<

allopurinol → treat(gouty arthritis) >KNG
WIS → PUP < treat(gouty arthritis) >WIS +DIKWP < gouty arthritis → high(Uric Acid) >KNG

+DIKWP < allopurinol → control(Uric Acid) >KNG +DIKWP < treat >PUP→<
control(Uric Acid) >PUP

PUP → DAT < diagnose >PUP +DIKWP < diagnose(gouty arthritis) >INF +DIKWP < disease >PUP→<
gouty arthritis >DAT

PUP → INF < treat >PUP +DIKWP < allopurinol → treat(gouty arthritis) >KNG +DIKWP <
eat >PUP→< eat(allopurinol) >INF

PUP → KNG < treat >PUP +DIKWP < gouty arthritis → high(Uric Acid) >KNG +DIKWP <
allopurinol → treat(gouty arthritis) >KNG +DIKWP < eat >PUP→< eat(allopurinol) →

treat(gouty arthritis) >KNG
PUP → WIS < treat >PUP +DIKWP < adoptive(treatment plan) → treat(disease) >KNG +DIKWP <

f ind >PUP→< adoptive(treatment plan) >WIS

5. Model Verification and Comparative Analysis

In the medical consultation scenario, cognitive differences lead to diagnostic discrep-
ancies, subdivided into differences from the cognitive input to the language output process
of the interacting subjects, where a causal relationship exists between cognitive input
and language output. Therefore, to better verify the advantages of the DIKWP model in
addressing diagnostic differences, we selected three representative traditional methods for
handling such problems for comparison with psychological analysis (PSY) and our con-
structed model. These three methods are the structural causal model (SCM) from the field
of causal science, the global neuronal workspace (GNW) theory from consciousness science,
and abduction reasoning (AR) from the field of logic. Taking the differences between DA
and DC in Case 2 as an example, we provide the specific process.

5.1. Structural Causal Model

SCM is a commonly used model for causal inference oriented toward graphical models,
falling under the methods for inferring causal relationships based on sample observational
data. In Case 2, where the discrepancy arises, patients’ chief complaints are “two weeks of
back pain accompanied by a feeling of fatigue”. DA prescribes “routine urinalysis, 24-h
urine protein, biochemistry, and complete blood count”, whereas DC orders a “CT scan
and complete blood count”. To address this issue, we need to assume a causal relationship
exists between the doctors’ cognitive input and their language output, and it is necessary
to presuppose that doctors have textual parts of cognition. For instance, the cognition
to perform a CT is derived from the patient’s continuous back pain and symptoms of
frequent but scanty urination, suggesting the possibility of stones, which require a CT
scan for diagnosis. We can examine the relationship between the variables “back pain”,
“scanty urination”, and “stones” to estimate the likelihood of stones in a person with scanty
urination and back pain.

We define “back pain”, “scanty urination”, and “stones” as X, A, and Y respectively,
where A acts as an intermediary variable between X → Y. Let M represent the SCM, and
U=u denote the assignment of a certain exogenous variable. For example, U = u could
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represent a characteristic called u. Assuming X represents back pain, then X(u) denotes the
condition of back pain in u. Thus, this SCM can be defined as follows:

X = Upain

A = aX + Uurine

Y = bA

(36)

Given the condition of scanty urination (A = 1), the impact of back pain on the
likelihood of stones represented as E[Y1 − Y0|A = 1] = ab ̸= 0, is significant. However, to
eliminate data inconsistency, such as changing the test item from a CT scan to a routine
urinalysis, new data, information, and knowledge need to be introduced for processing.
Therefore, in addressing uncertainty issues, when data and information are incomplete or
imprecise, calculations can be performed using the SCM, as detailed in Table 7.

Table 7. DIKWP Treatment of SCM under Uncertainty.

UCS UCP UPR

DAT × {color, texture, kidneys}DATA
AND {urine, stones}DATC

{color, texture, kidneys}DATA
↔

{urine, stones}DATC

INF × { f oamy, cloudy}DATA
AND

{pain, less}DATC

{ f oamy, cloudy}DATA
↔

{pain, less}DATC
KNG × × ×
WIS × × ×
PUP × × ×

5.2. Global Neuronal Workspace

GNW proposes a cognitive architecture that divides the brain into modules with spe-
cific functions. When sensory inputs or task demands trigger responses in some modules,
these responses compete. Through selective attention mechanisms, certain information
enters the global workspace and is broadcast across different modules, facilitating the
transfer of information between them. The entry and distribution of information to the
global workspace and to other modules give rise to consciousness.

Taking the differential issue in Case 2 as an example, where the chief complaints are
“two weeks of back pain accompanied by a feeling of fatigue”, and DC prescribes a “CT
scan and complete blood count”, from the patient’s perspective, integrating the sensation
of back pain “without a specific location, worsens after activity” into the global workspace,
along with monitoring information about their physical condition “no fever, stable weight”.
After these integrated pieces of information are broadcast into the global workspace,
consciousness about their health status is formed. In the role of DC, the doctor integrates
the information provided by the patient with their medical knowledge and experience.
Considering the nature of the pain and accompanying symptoms, the doctor constructs a
potential diagnostic model. Based on the diagnostic model, further examinations such as
“CT and complete blood count” are prescribed. Therefore, in addressing uncertainty issues,
assuming external resources cannot be accessed, and in situations where data, information,
and knowledge are incomplete or imprecise, a brain space search can be conducted through
GNW to supplement some data, information, and knowledge. For example, adding the
knowledge “If the patient’s urine is foamy and murky, it indicates a problem with the
kidneys” into DC’s cognition, as detailed in Table 8.
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Table 8. DIKWP treatment of GNW under uncertainty.

UCS UCP UPR

DAT ×
{color, texture, kidneys}DATA

AND {urine, stones}DATC

{color, texture, kidneys}DATA
↔

{urine, stones}DATC

INF ×
{ f oamy, cloudy}DATA

AND
{pain, less}DATC

{ f oamy, cloudy}DATA
↔

{pain, less}DATC

KNG ×

{ f oamy ∧ . . . → renal}KNGA
AND

{ f ever ∧ . . . → stones}KNGC

{ f oamy ∧ . . . → renal}KNGA
↔

{ f ever ∧ . . . → stones}KNGC

WIS × × ×
PUP × × ×

5.3. Abduction Reasoning

AR can serve as a cognitive process that provides explanations for observed facts. In
Case 2, where the patient’s chief complaint is “two weeks of back pain accompanied by a
feeling of fatigue”, DC prescribes a “CT scan and complete blood count”. The reasoning
process of DC is as follows:

The letter E represents the effect, and the letter C represents the cause. To clearly
distinguish between causal rules and non-causal rules, the lowercase letter c is used to
represent causal rules, while the letter r is used for non-causal rules. If we have deduced
the result, E1, from a certain cause, C1, using predictive reasoning, then inferring another
cause ‘C1’ from E1 through explanatory reasoning is obviously unreasonable. Therefore,
“E-C” is used to denote the defeasible rule from effect to cause, such as “C2: Pain intensifies
after exercise⇒ E-C lumbar muscle strain”, and “C-E” denotes the defeasible rule from
cause to effect, such as “C3: Stones ⇒C−E CT abnormalities”. If there is no subscript, it
indicates a non-causal rule, such as “R4: Young doctor ⇒¬reliable”, implying there is no
causal relationship nor a relationship of explanation.

As long as the observed facts match the premise of a certain rule, then that rule is
triggered and activated. For example, if lumbar muscle strain is observed, the existing
rule “C2: Pain intensifies after exercise ⇒E−C lumbar muscle strain” is triggered, allowing
for the construction of the argumentation framework A2=({Pain intensifies after exercise,
(C2: Pain intensifies after exercise ⇒E−C lumbar muscle strain)}, lumbar muscle strain).
Next, by analyzing the attack and supporting relationships between arguments and based
on the assessment system of AR, the best explanation for the subject’s final purpose is
provided. Therefore, in addressing uncertainty issues, assuming external resources cannot
be accessed, when knowledge is inconsistent, incomplete, and imprecise, reasoning can
be performed based on existing data and information, and new knowledge rules can be
established. For example, the knowledge rule “If the urine is foamy and murky, the patient
may have kidney disease” may not originally exist in DC. However, AR allows for the
artificial setting of this knowledge rule. Hence, in dealing with DIKWP uncertainty issues,
under conditions of incomplete and imprecise knowledge, calculations can be conducted
using the AR, as detailed in Table 9.

Table 9. DIKWP treatment of AR under uncertainty.

UCS UCP UPR

DAT × × ×

INF × × ×

KNG
{renal → start(test)}KNGA

̸=
{stones → start(CT)}KNGC

{ f oamy ∧ . . . → renal}KNGA
AND

{ f ever ∧ . . . → stones}KNGC

{ f oamy ∧ . . . → renal}KNGA↔
{ f ever ∧ . . . → stones}KNGC

WIS × × ×

PUP × × ×
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5.4. Psychological Analysis

In PSY, addressing diagnostic test discrepancies among doctors in Case 2 requires an
analysis that involves a deep exploration of the individual’s inner motives, subconscious
impulses, and psychological defense mechanisms. With the patient’s chief complaint being
“two weeks of back pain accompanied by a feeling of fatigue”, the transformation from
fatigue and back pain to seeking medical care is analyzed. Utilizing PSY allows an in-
depth investigation into the individual’s psychological structure and inner world to find
causal clues.

For instance, “fatigue” and back pain might reflect physiological states and represent
the external manifestations of subconscious conflicts within an individual. For example,
back pain could be viewed as a somatic response to specific life stresses or psychological
conflicts. Seeking medical care becomes a subconscious plea for help, hoping to find a
solution to their physical problems through a doctor. However, psychological analysis also
carries the potential for over-analysis, meaning the patient’s condition could simply be due
to physical strain or injury caused by external factors, with no underlying psychological
stress. Therefore, in the context of DIKWP under uncertainty, reasoning through PSY can
be conducted, as detailed in Table 10.

Table 10. DIKWP treatment of PSY under uncertainty.

UCS UCP UPR

DAT {urine routine, urineprotein}DATA
̸=

{CT scan}DATC

× ×

INF {understand, renal}INFA
̸=

{look f or}INFC

× ×

KNG ×

{ f oamy ∧ . . . → renal}KNGA
AND

{ f ever ∧ . . . → stones}KNGC

{ f oamy ∧ . . . → renal}KNGA↔
{ f ever ∧ . . . → stones}KNGC

WIS × × ×
PUP × × ×

5.5. Qualitative and Quantitative Comparison

We have compared the capabilities of SCM, GNW, AR, PSY, and DIKWP in handling
uncertainty issues from the perspectives of data, information, knowledge, wisdom, and
purpose. The comparison table is as follows (Table 11):

Table 11. Comparison of five uncertainty-oriented DIKWP methods.

UCS UCP UPR

DAT PSY, DIKWP SCM, GNW, DIKWP SCM, GNW, DIKWP
INF PSY, DIKWP SCM, GNW, DIKWP SCM, GNW, DIKWP

KNG AR, DIKWP GNW, AR, PSY GNW, AR, DIKWP
WIS DIKWP DIKWP PSY, DIKWP
PUP DIKWP DIKWP PSY, DIKWP

To evaluate the capabilities of the five methods, we take the diagnostic difference
between DA and DC in Case 2 as an example and compare these methods from both
qualitative and quantitative perspectives. For the qualitative comparison, we deconstruct
the dialogue between DC and the patient sentence by sentence, comparing them based
on three qualitative indicators: interpretability, dependency, and depth of analysis. Three
sub-dialogues were selected for comparison, as follows:

Tom’s Question: Doctor, I have been feeling tired recently and often experience low back pain.

Doctor C’s Question:Does your low back pain have a specific location? Is the pain associated
with activity? Have you experienced any fever or weight loss?

Tom’s Answer:The lower back pain is not localized. It worsens with activity. I have not
experienced any fever, and my weight appears stable.

The detailed comparison is presented in Table 12.
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Table 12. Uncertainty issues in multi-doctor cases with the same patient.

No PSY SCM GNW AR DIKWP

Interpretability

Tom
pain(lower back)

→ pressure

fatigue,
pain(lower back),

diagnosis

fatigue,
pain(lower back)

→ GNW
6 Rules

Input(DIKWPCG)
Output(expression)

DC
hold(lower back)

→ disease

exercise,
fever,

weight,. . .

information
→ GNW 11 Rules

Input(DIKWPCG)
Output(question)

Tom
ask(doctor)
→ disease

exercise,
fever,

weight,. . .

question
→ GNW

6 Rules
Input(DIKWPCG)
Output(answer)

Dependence

Tom depend(PSY)
depend(fatigue,

pain(lower back),
diagnosis)

Depend
Workspaces

depend(6 Rules) N/A

DC depend(PSY)
depend(exercise,

fever,
weight,. . .)

Depend
Workspaces

depend (11 Rules) N/A

Tom depend(PSY)
depend(exercise,

fever,
weight,. . .)

Depend
Workspaces

depend (6 Rules) N/A

Depth of
analysis

Tom Subconscious
Motivation

Three
Terms Global Search 6 Rules

Subjective and
Objective

DC
Subconscious

Motivation
Five

Terms
Global
Search 11 Rules

Subjective and
Objective

Tom Subconscious
Motivation Five Terms Global Search 6 Rules

Subjective and
Objective

We summarize the detailed content and compare the methods using three levels:
“High”, “Medium”, and “Low” (as in Table 13).

Table 13. Qualitative comparison of five methods under uncertainty.

PSY SCM GNW AR DIKWP

Interpretability Medium Low Medium Medium High
Dependence Medium High Medium High Low

Depth of analysis High Low High Medium High

Due to the inherent subjectivity in qualitative comparisons, we conduct a more de-
tailed quantitative comparison to better illustrate the advantages of the DIKWP model in
aspects such as interpretability. In Case 2, where DA and DC prescribe different tests, we
map the text content into the DIKWP graph. We compare the coverage of text processing
by the five methods sentence by sentence (as shown in Figure 12). To process DIKWP un-
certainty issues, we compare—sentence by sentence—the capabilities of these five methods
in addressing the issue (as shown in Figure 13), taking the following as an example:

CoverageDATSCM =
NumDATSCM

NumDAT

CoverageUSCM =
NumUSCM

NumU
NumUSCM = ∑

i
NumUi_SCM, i = DAT, INF, KNG, WIS, PUP

NumUPR_SCM = ∑
j

NumjPR, j = DAT, INF, KNG, WIS, PUP

NumUCS_SCM = ∑
m

NumnCS, m = DAT, INF, KNG, WIS, PUP

NumUCP_SCM = ∑
n

NumnCP, n = DAT, INF, KNG, WIS, PUP

(37)

Here, CoverageDATSCM represents the coverage rate of data in the text processed by
the SCM method, and the same applies to other types. CoverageUSCM stands for the total
coverage rate of uncertainty, NumUSCM represents the number of uncertainty issues, and
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NumUPR_SCM, NumUCS_SCM, NumUCP_SCM correspond to the number of issues related to
UCS, UCP, and UPR, respectively.

In our proposed DIKWP doctor–patient interaction semantic prototype for addressing
uncertainty issues, the purpose-driven inputs and outputs are set as follows:

{OP(n, r)}OUTPUT = PUP({IN(m, i)}INPUT) (38)

where OP(n, r) output function, n is the number of outputs, and r is the value of outputs.
IN(m, i) is the input function, m is the number of inputs, and i is the value of inputs. The
following is an illustration of the doctor’s purpose of “ordering tests”:

PUP : what(test)

doctor(DAT), prescribes(INF), what(INF), tests(DAT), items(DAT)

({IN(5, {doctor, prescribe, what, tests, itemse})}INPUT)

Pathway :< pain(lower back) >INF +DIKWP < f atigue >INF

+DIKWP < pain(lower back) ∧ f atigue → stones >KNG

+DIKWP < pain(lowerbacl) ∧ f atigue → in f ections >KNG

+DIKWP < what(test) >PUP→
< CT ∧ blood tests >DAT

OUTPUT : CT, blood tests

({OP(2, {CT, blood tests})}OUTPUT)

(39)

Figure 12. Comparison of text coverage rates by the five methods.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the five methods’ capabilities in processing DIKWP uncertainty issues.

5.6. Limitations

The case collection and the prototype platform implementation have a certain degree
of limitation. In order to trace the causes of medical disputes and better demonstrate
the problems arising from doctor–patient communication, we processed the audio of
doctor–patient dialogues in local hospitals by collecting them and converting them into
text utilizing manual translation. Although this can more intuitively show the problems in
doctor–patient communication, the need to track the patient’s entire consultation process
makes the collection difficult and time-consuming, and ultimately, the number of collected
cases is small. Secondly, we designed the DIKWP artificial awareness system based on the
scheme of this paper. However, due to the insufficient number of collected samples, the
system needs further validation.

6. Discussion

Doctor–patient disputes are contradictions in doctor–patient relationships, usually
occurring in diagnosing and treating both sides of the rights and interests of the damage
caused by the argument. Doctors and patients, during the diagnosis and treatment process,
primarily communicate through intuitive contact. However, due to the interaction of
subjective cognitive opacity on both sides, cognitive bias and interaction content bias
occur; leading to the existence of DIKWP resource uncertainty. Ultimately, this affects
the objectivity of the diagnosis and treatment results, making objective interpretation
difficult. This can lead to doctor-patient disputes. The trust relationship between doctor
and patient is primarily based on emotional empathy. However, existing AI technology
that deals with such problems often faces inconsistencies, uncontrollability, poor self-
interpretation, common sense, reasoning, and other defects, and it frequently lacks sufficient
DIKWP elements.

We address these issues by taking the consultation process as the primary research ob-
ject, tracking the whole process of outpatient consultation in local hospitals, and collecting
the text of doctor–patient outpatient dialogues and records of test items. The cognitive bias
between doctors and patients comes from the fact that the subjective external expression of
the interacting subject (doctor–patient) is only a part of his/her internal cognition, and the
interacting subject will draw a DIKWP cognitive picture for the other, which is different
from the actual subject’s cognitive picture. Therefore, we construct an intrinsic DIKWP
cognitive model and an extrinsically expressed DIKWP content model for doctors and
patients to make the doctor–patient interaction process transparent. The doctor–patient
DIKWP cognitive model interacts with the patient/doctor DIKWP content model to form a
DIKWP diagnostic content model, which is associated and mapped with DIKWP uncer-
tainty to form a discrepancy space. Some elements of the difference space are processed
using DIKWP inference computation and fusion transformation technology, and finally, a
solution is given.

In order to better validate the advantages of the DIKWP model in dealing with
cognitive and diagnostic differences, four types of representative traditional methods for
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dealing with such problems (SCM, GNW, AR, and PSY) were selected for comparative
analyses with our constructed model. SCM can only handle the case of UCP and UPR on
data and information, GNW can only handle the case of UCP and UPR on data, information,
and knowledge, AR can only handle the case of UCS, UCP as well as UPR on knowledge, and
PSY can only handle the case of UCS on data and information, UCP and UPR on knowledge.
In addition, we try to use qualitative and quantitative comparisons for the five methods.
On the qualitative comparison, the five methods are analyzed and compared from the
three levels of interpretability, dependence, and depth of analysis, and the case part of the
content of the specific analytical description, the results show that the DIKWP model shows
better advantages in these three levels. However, the qualitative comparison has a certain
degree of subjectivity. Therefore, we conducted further analysis from the perspective
of quantitative comparison by comparing the five methods, sentence-by-sentence, on
CoverageDATSCM (Figure 12), CovrageUSCM (Figure 13), where the sentence-by-sentence
coverage rate on CoverageDATSCM is more than 95%. Compared with the other four
methods, the DIKWP model also presents the best results on CovrageUSCM uncertainty
processing. As the number of interactive dialogues increases, the DIKWP model gradually
widens the number of uncertainty processing problems compared to the other methods.

7. Conclusions

Doctor–patient disputes are significant social problems worldwide, especially in coun-
tries with tight medical resources and imbalanced doctor–patient ratios. With the increasing
demand for healthcare services, patients’ requirements for healthcare services are becoming
increasing, and the problems of asymmetric and non-transparent information, differences
in cognitive levels, and expectations between doctors and patients have become more
prominent, which are the leading causes of medical disputes. Existing solutions cannot
fundamentally solve the crisis of trust and integrate the uncontrollable and unexplainable
problems of AI technology applications in clinical practice. Therefore, we constructed
a DIKWP semantic model of doctor–patient interactions to achieve transparency in the
process of doctor–patient interactions, reduce misunderstandings and information errors,
and identify potential dispute elements as early as possible. Based on the content and
cognitive models of the DIKWP doctor–patient interaction semantic model, we identified
elements of diagnostic differences, forming a DIKWP difference space. We semantically
mapped the DIKWP difference spaces to DIKWP uncertainties and resolved them through
purpose-driven DIKWP semantic fusion and transformation techniques. Compared with
SCM, GNW, AR, and PSY, the DIKWP doctor–patient interaction semantic model effectively
addresses diagnostic difference issues. In the future, we plan to continue refining the model
and validating it across more scenarios.

This work has a specific effect in improving the transparency and interpretability of
the doctor–patient interaction process, which can effectively alleviate the doctor–patient
relationship and reduce the problem of medical disputes. However, there are still limita-
tions, and in the future, the following problems need to be further processed and optimized.
First, at this stage, case collection involves manually collecting audio and converting it into
text content, which is labor-intensive and time-consuming, so a more convenient method
is needed. Second, at this stage, we started the development of the DIKWP artificial con-
sciousness prototype platform to research and collect the DIKWP uncertain cases generated
during the diagnosis and treatment process and to validate the application. However, we
still need a more significant number of cases. In addition, we will consider integrating the
design of the integrated platform for healthcare and wellness and consider the influence of
meteorological factors.
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